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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Our 30th Science Festival was themed around

Inspiring young people is at the heart of what we

the grandest ideas possible and celebrating the

travels across Scotland each year reaching a third of

Life, the Universe and Everything, contemplating
wonder and diversity of life in all its forms, on

Earth and beyond. We asked where we came from,
where we are going and how science, technology,

engineering and maths (STEM) sustain our planet for
future generations.

Scotland’s Year of Young People provided the perfect
opportunity to form our first Youth Consultation
We reached a significant milestone in 2018 as we

celebrated the 30th Edinburgh International Science

Festival. Scotland has an outstanding history of

scientific achievement and innovation and we’re

proud to have pioneered the modern science festival
right here in Edinburgh all those years ago.

Group, bringing together 12 young people from

across the city who worked on content, marketing

do. Our education programme Generation Science

all primary schools and around 58,000 school pupils

with workshops and interactive shows. We developed
Careers Hive in 2016 to introduce secondary school
pupils to the wealth of career options available to

those who choose STEM subjects. Key to the success
of Careers Hive is our industry links and we’re

grateful to our partner organisations who provide

staff time and resources to offer real-world careers
insight for our young participants.

and design ideas for events including Existence: Life

In 2011 our remit expanded to include events in

Edinburgh Mini Maker Faire and created their own

Since 2016 we have provided the educational

and Beyond at the National Museum of Scotland,

event Escape the Fake. Embedding young voices in
our organisation has been inspirational and we’re
pleased to be continuing our Youth Consultation
Group in 2019.

the UAE such as the Abu Dhabi Science Festival.
events for a number of young adult education

initiatives in the region such as the cyber security
schools and universities event Cyber Quest and

the Lema? schools touring programme, modelled
on Generation Science. The past 12 months have

seen our team develop and deliver six large-scale

international events reaching half-a-million people
and training local teams.
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Having joined Edinburgh International Science Festival

in 1990 it’s been an honour to lead an organisation that
is continually growing, evolving and creating – even

after 30 years. We simply could not deliver any of our

projects without the enduring and passionate support
of our partners, sponsors and stakeholders, many

of whom have worked with us from the beginning.

With particular thanks to our headline sponsor EDF

Energy whose generous support over the past three
years has allowed us to expand the reach of our
Festival programme.

I offer my personal thanks to our dedicated core team,
the huge number of temporary staff who make our

events possible and our board of directors who continue
to support the organisation.

And of course, thank you to our audiences of all ages
from all over the world. With your encouragement,
enthusiasm and involvement we will continue to
innovate and inspire for the next 30 years.

Dr Simon Gage, OBE
Director
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WITH THAN KS
Edinburgh International Science Festival’s

Our partners care about their future investors,

needed to produce our world-class activities.

us to push the boundaries of our programme

supporters and sponsors provide the vital support
We’re proud to work with a community of

like-minded companies and organisations who
join us in celebrating and supporting science,
technology and innovation.

colleagues and creative workforce. They work with
each year and ensure that together we can make
science and technology accessible to the widest
possible audiences.

We’d like to thank everyone who supported our

HEADLINE SPONSOR

MAJOR
FUNDING PARTNERS
activities
this year.

HEADLINE SPONSOR

MAJOR FUNDING PARTNERS

Investment managers
PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS

PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS

CATERING PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNER

Through their generous philanthropic

Alex and Rhona Callander

Ian Ritchie

Club members continued to support

Barry and Helen Sealey – The

Joe Faraday

donations, our Generation Science
our unique interactions with

communities throughout Scotland in

science, technology, engineering and
maths (STEM).
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TRANSPORT PARTNER

Andrew Aldridge
BEST Trust

Dr Chris Masters
Edina Trust

Dr George Ronald Inglis

Ian Wall

Nimar Charitable Trust
Dr Richard Kimberlin

And all those who prefer to
remain anonymous

FUNDING PARTNERS

CAREERS HIVE, SCIENCE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
AND EXISTENCE: LIFE AND BEYOND

PROGRAMMING PARTNERS

Our sincere thanks also to the many

Alexander Moncur Trust

James Clerk Maxwell Foundation

New Mains of Guynd Solar Park

who continue to support our work

Arnold Clark Car & Van Rental

Johnstons of Elgin

The Russell Trust

trusts, foundations and organisations
each year.

Anne Duchess of Westminster Charity
Artemis Foundation
The Cross Trust

The Cruden Foundation
DS Smith

Forteviot Charitable Trust

James T Howat Charitable Trust
The John Mather Trust

Len Thomson Charitable Trust
The Leng Charitable Trust

Margaret Murdoch Charitable Trust

The Nancie Massey Charitable Trust

Community Fund
SSE Achany Fund
Viridor

William Grant Foundation
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2018 FESTIVAL
HIGH LIGHTS
2018 was a special year for us – we celebrated the 30th Edinburgh International

Science Festival. We chose to think big and explore the theme of Life, the

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Universe and Everything, celebrating the wonder and diversity of life as we asked
what it means to be ‘alive’ in the 21st century.

We presented more than 270 events in over 30 venues across Edinburgh,

curating the content in City Art Centre and Summerhall and working with our
partners at National Museum of Scotland, Summerhall, RZSS Edinburgh Zoo,
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh and Dynamic Earth among others.

2018 FESTIVAL STATISTICS

96% were satisfied or very

96% were likely or extremely likely

satisfied with their experience of

to recommend to a friend

the Science Festival

97% said they would come back

85% said it has increased their
enthusiasm for science

175,000 PEOPLE
attended

262
PRINT
ARTICLES

SOCIAL
MEDIA
1,300,000
impressions
721,000
impressions

80% said it has increased their
understanding of science

338
ONLINE
ARTICLES
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CIRCULATION
OVER 15M

379,000
FACEBOOK
VIDEO VIEWS

SCOTLAN D’S
YEAR OF
YOU NG PEOPLE
We celebrated 2018 as Scotland’s

Year of Young People by forming our

Youth Consultation Group. The Group
is made up of a dozen young people

aged 12–18 years. They helped create
content and programme events to

accompany Existence: Life and Beyond,

our exhibition at the National Museum
of Scotland and Edinburgh Mini Maker
Faire, our grand finale event on the

last day at Summerhall. The group also
developed and produced their own

sell-out escape-room style event for

young adults called Escape the Fake.
To mark the start of Scotland’s Year of
Young People, members of staff and
our Youth Consultation Group were
invited to attend a reception at the

Scottish Parliament hosted by the First
Minister, and were welcomed back to

Bute House for a Summer celebration
of young people.
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2018 FESTIVAL
HIGH LIGHTS

EVENT
HORIZON

ECO 2VILLE

An eye-catching highlight of the 2018

EXISTENCE:
LIFE AN D
BEYON D

interactive balloon sculpture produced

exhibition, Existence: Life and Beyond.

showcasing ideas and innovations

Science Festival was Event Horizon, an
by celebrated American artist Jason
Hackenwerth. To celebrate our 30

th

Science Festival Jason chose to make
his biggest sculpture yet in the

National Museum of Scotland’s Grand
Gallery, featuring 26,000 balloons
hoisted and rotated to create an

immersive vortex in the Grand Gallery
of the National Museum of Scotland.
Ten local people from varying arts

backgrounds worked with Jason over

six days to develop this jaw-dropping
work. Event Horizon was seen by
record-breaking crowds over the
Science Festival period.
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Event Horizon was part of a wider

The exhibition guided audiences on

a fascinating journey to discover the
story of life on Earth and humanity’s
role in nurturing, protecting and

enhancing it. Our Youth Consultation

Group created pop-up content around

the exhibition which also featured two

Eco2ville was a large-scale, interactive

VALENTINA’S
GALAXY

Mound in the heart of Edinburgh

award-winning Scottish theatre

outdoor exhibition located on the

to inspire visitors to rethink the ways
we travel, eat, power our homes and
shop. It placed greater emphasis on

recycling, reducing waste, conserving
water and all our natural resources

using examples from everyday life.

specially-commissioned installations:

Key features included a four-metre-

Debbie Club which allowed audiences

be used as a personal solar power

AI Awakening from Dennis and

to step into the mind of an AI bot;
and AN1MAL, an installation by

Roy Shearer and Fergus Dunnet

which presented a robotic creature
mimicking animal behaviour in

response to the actions of the viewer.

high solar powered flower which could
source in the garden, EDF Energy’s eco
advice station, an electric car, a model
car from the University of Strathclyde
and Metallophone, a giant musical

instrument made from recycled metal.

We were delighted to work with
company Frozen Charlotte to present

Valentina’s Galaxy, a specially created
show for early years audiences.

Inspired by the first woman in space,
this production marked our third

dedicated theatre commission as

part of our Science in the Spotlight
project. Through Science in the

Spotlight we partner with professional
theatre makers and artists to present
challenging and inspiring scientific
ideas in an entertaining and
accessible format.

CITY ART
CENTRE

SOCIABLE
SCIENCE

ART AN D
SCIENCE

EDIN BU RGH
M EDAL

transform five floors of City Art Centre

are a great way to enjoy a night out

art exhibition, was co-curated with

Medal to a person of science and

During the Science Festival, we

into a science playground packed full
of workshops, shows and interactive
events for our family audiences.

Our interactive adult-focused events
with a difference and we welcomed

over 7,000 people to this part of our
programme. In celebration of our

30th Festival we held an 80s-themed

This year more than 10,000 people

opening party at City Art Centre and

Dinosaur, ER Surgery and Unwrapping

excellent adventures.

enjoyed workshops like Dig up a

the Mummy. Fan favourites Blood

invited audiences to join us for some

Bar and Little Sparks made returns

A baked Alaska helped demonstrate

proved hugely popular.

when aerospace engineer and Great

and new workshop Robo Constructors

how astronauts safely return to earth
British Bake Off finalist, Andrew

Smyth, was joined by guests from the
European Space Agency for Baking in
Space. And prior to his Britain’s Got

Synthetica, our special contemporary
Summerhall and ASCUS Art &

Science and showcased the work

of established international artists
working in the field of bioart. It

explored how our notions of the

natural and the artificial may need to

change in an era in which hybrid and
synthetic life forms have come into

existence. It included a retrospective of
the career of renowned bioartist Marta
de Menezes and the work known as
Pig Wings by Oron Catts and Ionat

Zurr, the first ever wing-shaped objects

Every year, we award the Edinburgh
technology who is judged to have

made a significant contribution to

the understanding and well-being of

humanity. In 2018, this was awarded
to Prof Cordelia Fine, author and

Professor of History and Philosophy
of Science at the University of

Melbourne, for her work on the

understanding of gender stereotypes,
challenging gender perceptions

and for her contributions to public
discourse to close the gender gap.

grown using pig tissue.

Talent win Lost Voice Guy AKA Lee

Ridley performed his stand-up show at
the National Museum of Scotland.
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COM MUNITY
ENGAGEM ENT
ENGAGING N EW AU DIENCES

This year, we programmed a small number of events at North Edinburgh Arts

in Muirhouse. This programme allowed us to reach out to audiences who don’t
traditionally engage with the Science Festival by helping to remove barriers
which may prevent people from attending.

We arranged a snack-a-long screening of Ratatouille where each attendee
received a snack box with goodies relating to different parts of the movie,

a Picnic-and-Play performance from North Edinburgh Arts’ resident theatre

company LicketySpit and the RZSS’s Wild About Scotland Bus parked up behind
the centre for a day to provide wildlife lessons.

Complimentary tickets
We also set about establishing relationships to distribute complimentary tickets

for the events at North Edinburgh Arts along with our Science Festival activities at
City Art Centre, Summerhall and the National Museum of Scotland.

In total, we provided around 500 tickets for the following 18 partners to distribute
to their community.
Canongate Youth

Citadel Youth Club

City of Edinburgh Council Looked After Children Scheme
Fetlor Youth Club

Granton Youth Centre
Greengables Nursery

Leith Community Education Centre
North Edinburgh Arts

Muirhouse Housing Association
One Parent Family Scotland

Pilton Community Health Project
St David’s R.C. Primary School

Tenants and Residents in Muirhouse and Friends of West Pilton
The Prentice Centre

Wardieburn Royston Community Centre
The Welcoming

West Pilton Community Centre
Young Scot
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Members of our P3–P5
Club had a BRILLIANT
time at City Art Centre
today. Thank you so
much for organising
tickets! I am pretty sure
none of them would
have had the chance
to go if we hadn’t
taken them. And it was
the first time to the
Science Festival for our
staff too, so they also
benefited!
FETLOR YOUTH CLUB

STREET SCIENCE:
BUSKING BIKES
In the run-up to and throughout the

Festival, our Busking Bikes visited eight

locations across Edinburgh reaching an
audience of more than 3,000 people.

Our buskers entertained crowds at Ocean
Terminal, Newkirkgate, the Gyle and

Cameron Toll. The bikes also delivered
science to passengers at Edinburgh

Airport and the Royal Mile, appeared

at Science Festival Lates and Edinburgh
Mini Maker Faire.

BEYON D TH E FESTIVAL

Our outreach work isn’t just for the Science Festival. We also work with
community partners to present activities throughout the year.

Highlights included
•
•

Kicking off St David’s R.C. Primary School Science Week with a fun workshop
Taking our Ice-cycle – our liquid nitrogen ice cream bike – to the Hidden

Door Festival opening night and Family Day in Leith Theatre and our Busking
Bikes to Newhaven Gala, Leith Gala Day and Angus STEM Festival in Arbroath

•

during May and June

Training 30 youth club leaders in the Lothian Association of Youth Clubs to
develop their skills in showcasing science
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EDUCATION AN D
OUTREACH

5,000 brochures distributed
to primary schools
in Scotland

GEN ERATION
SCIENCE

Ministerial Visit

running touring STEM programme

Shirley-Anne Sommerville MSP,

Generation Science is the UK’s longest

We were delighted to welcome

for primary schools, with 2018

formerly Minister for Further

marking our 28th year of operations.

We create interactive education

environments linked to the Curriculum
for Excellence.

This year, we offered a choice of 15
shows covering the Curriculum for
Excellence’s designated science

strands of Planet Earth, Technologies,
Biological Systems, Materials and
Forces, Electricity and Waves.
Between January and May, our

team of 28 Science Communicators

delivered 1,589 performances in every
one of Scotland’s 32 local authorities.
56,800 pupils in 581 schools had
a Generation Science experience,

which equates to 28% of all primary
schools in Scotland. Thanks to the

generosity of our sponsors all of these

performances were subsidised or free.

Education, Higher Education and
Science, to sit in on one of our

workshops at Granton Primary School
in Edinburgh. She was introduced to

1,938 hours of science

Robo Constructors, a new workshop

for 2018 focusing on robotic building

and programming using Cubelets, an

expandable modular robotics system.

As a partner in our
STEM Strategy for
education and
training, Generation
Science helps show
how accessible, fun
and relevant science
is to everyone,
regardless of gender
or background. I am
delighted to support
such inspirational work
SHIRLEY-ANNE SOMMERVILLE MSP
ON GENERATION SCIENCE
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Reached 56,800
primary school pupils

333 bed nights

1,589 performances

28% of Scottish primary
schools (581) across
all 32 local authorities

INFOGRAPHICS
SCALE BY COLOUR

1 10 100 1K 10K 100K

100% of teachers agreed

94% of teachers said Generation

80% of teachers said Generation

the content of their

Science engaged children who do

Science inspired them to seek

show or workshop was in line with

not normally show an interest

further CPD in science

the Curriculum for Excellence

in science

Pupils loved the workshop and were fully engaged in the whole
experience
MR WALKER AND MRS HUTCHISON, ST KENNETH PRIMARY SCHOOL, EAST KILBRIDE

As a very small rural school, our budgets are minimal and sponsored
events enabled equity compared to larger schools
MRS BANNISTER, STRATHDON PRIMARY SCHOOL, ABERDEENSHIRE
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EDUCATION AN D
OUTREACH

STEM
STRATEGY IN
SCOTLAN D

CAREERS H IVE

Ministerial Visit

Hive, a six-day event at the National

Hive and spent time with pupils and exhibitors, finding out more about their

are working with various groups to

students. By working with industry

Our Director and Head of Education
implement the Scottish Government’s
five-year STEM Strategy: Education
and Training Strategy for Scotland.

These meetings feed into a high-level
implementation group headed by

2018 was our third year of Careers

Jamie Hepburn MSP, Minister for Business, Fair Work and Skills, visited Careers

Museum of Scotland aimed at S1-S3

thoughts on STEM and their career plans.

partners Careers Hive gives students
an insight into the wide spectrum of

career opportunities available to those
who study STEM.

the Chief Scientific Advisor. We were

Together with 114 volunteers, we had

Sommerville MSP and we’re delighted

schools, up from 2,403 pupils from 33

invited to contribute by Shirley-Anne
to assist in developing Scotland’s

reputation as a STEM nation, whilst
supporting new initiatives such as
Youth STEM Ambassadors. These
quarterly meetings feed into a

high-level implementation group

headed by the Chief Scientific Advisor.

bookings for 3,272 pupils from 44

schools in 2017. However, snowstorms
and freezing temperatures dubbed

Careers Hive is a fun and interactive way to get
young people thinking about the wide range
of interesting science, technology, engineering
and maths jobs out there, which if embraced,
can help Scotland become a STEM nation.
By inspiring young people to take an interest
in STEM subjects, we help ensure our future
workforce is well-equipped and supported to
make the most of the fast-paced technological
changes around us

‘The Beast from the East’ effectively

JAMIE HEPBURN MSP ON CAREERS HIVE

in the Museum being closed for

Feedback from industry volunteers suggested teachers don’t have as much

reduced number of 1,148 pupils

found it really useful for their pupils to be able to speak with professionals and to

shut the country down and resulted
three days. We ended up seeing a
from 18 schools, disappointing yet

unavoidable. The Museum re-opened
at midday on Saturday and we

welcomed 1,500 public guests

attending as individuals, or with
friends and family.

knowledge of STEM specific jobs/activities as might be expected and the teachers
gain practical advice. This highlights the need for continued teacher engagement
and Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and is something we hope to
build on for future programmes.

It was just a great environment to be in, very
positive!
INDUSTRY VOLUNTEER

I think I became more interested because I really
did not know how many jobs were related to
STEM and I found that very interesting
PUPIL

The people talking had taken very different
routes into their jobs and there was a good
range of jobs. It was also great that two out of
the three people were women
PARENT
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PUPILS

TEACHERS

Volunteers

BEYON D
TH E H IVE

For 2018, we created a series of

careers workshops that could be

delivered at local youth hubs, building
into existing activity agreements
for young people who are not in
Interest in choosing two or more

82% said the content engaged

86% of respondents said

STEM subjects at school rose from

students who don’t normally

volunteering at Careers Hive is

34% to 62%.

show an interest in science and

something they would

technology

love to do again

education or employment. The goal

was to tailor the Careers Hive model
in order to engage these young

people with the real possibilities of a

positive destination in a STEM career.
For the first year of the project, we

worked closely with Canongate Youth
to ensure our content was relevant

and engaging for the young people
we worked with. We saw 16 young

people with our pilot programme (six
91% of volunteers said the

After Careers Hive 54% of students

93% increased their

said they were more interested

understanding of

experience helped them

in working in STEM, compared to

STEM careers

develop public and student
engagement skills

38% before the event

boys and ten girls) and the sessions
guided the young people through
the difference between skills and

attributes and explored how these

related to different careers. The second

PARENTS

session built on this and involved the
use of specially curated videos from

industry professionals talking about

what their job is, how they moved into
that field and why they enjoy it.

95% of parents agreed that it

65% of parents agreed that as a

25% of parents said their child’s

gave them and their children the

result of their visit, their children’s

interest in choosing more than

opportunity to ask question of

interest in STEM had increased

one STEM subject increased

those working in STEM industries
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

FESTIVAL!

In November 2017, we joined forces
with Edinburgh International Film

Festival and Edinburgh Jazz and Blues
Festival to produce a four-day pop-up

Really informative,
interesting and
delicious! More events
like this please!

event Festival! in Aberdeen. The event

FESTIVAL! ATTENDEE

Edinburgh being the world’s original

It was inspiring,
informative and great
to see the work of the
Edinburgh festivals in
my home town

was designed to celebrate 70 years of
and leading festival city, and to share
some highlights from the capital’s

events with the rest of the country.
We presented two of our most popular

FESTIVAL! ATTENDEE

and Miracle Brew to sold-out

audiences in the Belmont Cinema and

Brilliant! Great to see
the Edinburgh festivals
reaching out

attendance making liquid nitrogen ice

FESTIVAL! ATTENDEE

Science Festival events: Cheeseology

also arranged for our Ice-cycle to be in
cream for cinema audiences.

TOU RING
GADGET
FACTORY

EXPO 2017
ASTANA

Siemens’ UK-wide engagement

theme of Future Energy with over

Touring Gadget Factory is part of
programme The Curiosity Project

aimed at inspiring young people

and bringing science, technology,

engineering and mathematics (STEM)

exposition held in Kazakhstan on the
100 countries coming together to

showcase how they are tackling the
challenges of our energy future.

to life. From March to August, almost

Alongside the exposition was a series

popular hands-on electronics Gadget

Forum banner which examined in

500 children participated in our

Factory workshop at Birmingham’s
Big Bang Fair, MakeFest at the

Museum of Science and Industry

in Manchester and Poole’s Festival
of Design and Engineering at
Bournemouth University.

The festival was
fantastic and your
team did an amazing
job managing and
engaging with the
children. The activity
with the badges was
one of the best things
I’ve ever seen children
able to do
SIEMENS STAFF, POOLE FESTIVAL
OF DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
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Expo 2017 Astana was an international

of events under the Future Energy

more detail the future of renewable
energy sources, methods of energy

efficiency and new business models
for a post-fossil fuel society.

We were invited by the organisers of
the Future Energy Forum to curate a

conference session on the challenges
of communicating climate change.

We brought together three leading

UK climate change experts including
the former UK Government Special

Representative on Climate Change, Sir
David King, for a session that explored
the complexities of communicating
climate messages.

PLAY ON

BLU E PETER

three science centres in Germany –

smashing liquid nitrogen frozen

Our Play On exhibition toured to

Universum Bremen, Phaenomenta in

Flensburg and Phaeno in Wolfsburg –

from August to November reaching an
audience of over 70,000.

Play On was developed by our

in-house creative team and premiered
at the National Museum of Scotland

during the 2017 Science Festival. This
interactive exhibition encouraged
visitors to explore, discover and

Table tennis ball explosions and
flowers were highlights from

Edinburgh International Science
Festival’s appearance on iconic

children’s show Blue Peter in February.

With presenters Lindsey and Radzi and
special guest naturalist broadcaster

and author Steve Backshall, two of our
creative team members showcased

incredible science experiments in the
lead up to the 2018 Science Festival.

learn through play showcasing the

science behind why we play and the
developments in how we do it.
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EDIN BURGH
SCIENCE FESTIVAL
VENTURES
Alongside our UK based activity, Edinburgh International Science Festival also

operates internationally. We work closely with a range of partners to bring our
engaging style of science engagement to other events.

In 2018 we were delighted to collaborate with our international partners to
deliver the follow projects.

Abu Dhabi Science
Festival

Innovation Hub
powered by Google

Cyber Quest

The latest edition of Abu Dhabi

Innovation Hub at UAE University in Al

programme for the first time in 2018,

2017, reached 100,000 people of all

between Abu Dhabi’s Department

Science Festival, held in November

ages over its nine-day run, taking the
total number of visitors to 850,000

since its foundation. We provided 72

Ain opened this year in collaboration
of Education and Knowledge, Bayt
Mitwahid Association and Google.

workshops and shows, working with

The community space incorporates

local staff/science communicators.

use high tech equipment such as

40 UK-based and training over 1,000
Highlights included visits from TV

personalities such as Stefan Gates,

dinosaurs appearing live on stage and
visits from UAE royalty.

a makerspace where students can

3D printers and laser cutting tools,
an app factory where they can use

advanced software, and a machine

learning area where they explore the

latest technologies, developments and

from workshops and training rounds

Mishkat
Interactive Center
for Atomic and
Renewable Energy

Exercise competitions.

Atomic and Renewable Energy is

We delivered the full Cyber Quest

to final Capture the Flag and Cyber

We developed workshops from

previous editions of Cyber Quest and
created bespoke activites for this

year. We included advanced-level
courses on Artificial Intelligence
and Blockchain technology and

introductory courses on social media
and phishing.

advancements.

We developed a new four-day cyber

Science Festival in Al Ain across

We provided support for the Hub

students, an advanced version for

catering to ages 9-15 and arranged

specified all equipment and materials

In February 2018 we delivered a

condensed version of the Abu Dhabi
seven days. We staged 15 workshops
a number of workshops in three
shopping malls along with our
Busking Bikes.

development and installation. We

to be included and authored 56 hours
of course content on topics such

as coding for VR, creating apps, 3D

design, 3D printing and how to use
a laser cutter. We sent a team over

security training course for school
university students and delivered

this across five venues in January.

We presented all training material

through an online educational portal
and provided all hardware, software
and educational materials.

a science centre based in Riyadh

that sets out to engage audiences
through the delivery of creative,

enriching experiences, to promote
the understanding of the science

and engineering behind sustainable
energy and to inspire the next

generation of Saudi energy innovators.
We were approached with a request to
develop a new 45-minute workshop

for 12–17 year olds which focused on
how nuclear energy is created and

how nuclear power stations work. Our
creative team developed a bespoke

workshop to meet their requirements
and provided them with additional

materials to enable them to directly
deliver the activity going forward.

to the UAE to train local staff and to

In October we delivered a Capture the

We also provided a professional

the equipment.

two versions of the Cyber Exercise for

support local staff around the launch

supervise the install and set up of all

Flag event for school students and

universities and professionals. We also
delivered mini competitions as tasters
for the general public and provided
the two-day Preliminary Round

training ahead of the event. Students
and members of the public alike

congratulated us on the success and

immersion offered by our approach to
Cyber Quest.
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Mishkat Interactive Center for

science communicator to train and
of the activity.

Mother of the
Nation festival
Mother of the Nation is an annual
ten-day festival held in March

commemorating and honouring the

inspirational values of Her Highness
Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak.

It celebrates the best aspects of

contemporary culture within Abu

Dhabi and the UAE in an entertaining
and interactive atmosphere.

1,078 LOCAL STAFF

OVER 85 WORKSHOPS

TRAINED BY EDINBURGH

DEVELOPED AND DELIVERED BY

SCIENCE VENTURES

EDINBURGH SCIENCE VENTURES
IN 2017/18

Extending along Abu Dhabi’s Corniche
waterfront, the festival involves

exhibits, performances and events.

We were delighted to present three

incredibly popular workshops at this
inspiring festival: The Secret Life of

Coral, Glowing Flowers and Make a
Kite. Over 23,000 people took part
in our workshops and the festival

6 CITIES ACROSS THE WORLD

OVER 600K VISITORS TO

HAD HAS EDINBURGH SCIENCE

EDINBURGH SCIENCE VENTURES

VENTURES EVENTS

EVENTS IN 2017/2018

itself was visited by more than
200,000 people.

INFOGRAPHICS
SCALE BY COLOUR
1 10 100 1K 10K 100K
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FINANCE
Where the money
comes from
Total income: £1.88 million

40% DONATIONS AND
SPONSORSHIP

26% Public Sector
Funding

7% School Sales
16% Festival Sales

11% Group Investment

Where the money is spent

40% SCIENCE Festival

26% EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
The above figures are draft and unaudited, based on

the finance records for year to 31 July 2018. Audited
accounts to year end July 2018 will be available

from December 2018. These figures only include the
UK-based charitable activities and do not include

overseas work. Overheads and administration costs
include one-off office and warehouse costs.

18% Marketing anD
Fundraising

16% Overheads and Admin

Edinburgh International Science Festival Ltd is a subsidiary of
Edinburgh International Science Festival Foundation, a registered
charity. The 17/18 deficit position for EISF Ltd is a result of planned
investment combined with a reduction in funding from some
sectors and continued pressures on discretionary public budgets.
The charity’s reserves remain above the minimum level required
by the Board.

ENVIRONMENT &
SUSTAINABILITY

PROGRAM M ING
FOR TH E
PLAN ET

•

We have a philosophical mission to
help foster a scientifically literate

society that understands the relevance
of science to their everyday life and is
able to make informed and rational
decisions about the things that

affect them. Many – some would say
all – of the biggest challenges and

opportunities facing humanity have
science at their heart and we see

•

•

•

ourselves as a platform for debate and
discussion of the science that impacts
us most.

developing young people, to events

that ask audiences how we might work
together – across boundaries, borders,
disciplines and cultures – to help build
a better world.

A GREEN ER
FESTIVAL

We are committed to excelling in

•

minimises any adverse impact on the
environment. As a member of the

•

•

•

alongside our own company practice.

encourage debate and discussion
We use e-tickets across all of our

activities and events, dramatically
reducing our paper waste

We use energy efficient LED light

fittings throughout the delivery of
our events

Street in Leith to clean up the

home-road of the organisation’s

headquarters. Through local project
Leithers Don’t Litter, we headed out

with litter-pickers and gave the street a
good tidy up.

We are Zero Waste Scotland

compliant, separating 100%
office space

Environmental sustainability
is embedded in all staff
employee handbook

We respectfully request that all
Festival guests prioritise trains
over planes for UK travel

We have digital copies of all our

programmes on our website and

paper brochures for use by others
Our online recruitment process
saves paper and postage by

enabling electronic applications
•

and communications

We work with our transport

partner Lothian Buses to provide
travel information to our visitors

Working Group we work jointly with

to create a joint environmental policy

Science Festival adopted Commercial

This summer Edinburgh International

we encourage customers to return

Festivals Edinburgh Sustainability

Edinburgh’s other ten major festivals

environmental issues and

activities that highlight

training and features in our

environmental sustainability and

delivering our activities in a way that

A GREEN ER
LEITH

of recyclable waste in our

We create work with this in mind, from
education programmes that invest in

We programme events and

Key initiatives

and encourage the use of
•

public transport

We recycle and reuse
office furniture
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STAFF

Simon Gage Director and CEO

DEVELOPMENT

EDINBURGH SCIENCE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Creative Director

of Development

Gill Duncan Head of Edinburgh

Prof Polly Arnold

Amanda Tyndall Festival and
Darrell Williams Chief
Operating Officer

COMMUNICATIONS

Emma Pirie Head of Marketing and
Communications

Joshua Smythe Graphic Design

Hannah Schlesinger Head
Westaly Duignan

Development Manager

Emma Bodiam Development Officer
Holly MacKay Development Officer
Georgina Huntridge

Development Coordinator

Emma Mackenzie

EDUCATION

Christine Moorhouse

Patrick Campbell

Communications Officer
Communications Officer
James Thomas

Communications Coordinator

Cornershop PR Media Relations
Red61 Box Office
CREATIVE

Eilidh Dunnet Programme
Manager (Festival)

Laura McLister Programme Manager
(Ventures) (maternity leave)

Laura Curtis Moss Programme

Manager (Ventures) (maternity cover)
Augusta Macdonald Programme

Manager (Education) (maternity leave)
Terence Finnegan Programme

Manager (Education) (maternity cover)

Joan Davidson Head of Education

Ian Shaw Cyber Workshop Creator
Lauren Hockenhull Assistant
Events Developer

Emily Raemaekers Festival
Administrator

Alice Russell Projects Officer

Jessica Monsen Worldwide Business
Development Manager

With thanks to staff who have
recently left the organisation

Laura Hickey Development Officer

Stephanie Ritchie Education Sales
FINANCE AND HR

Carolyn Thorburn Finance Director
(maternity leave)

Charles Sweeny Finance Director
(maternity cover)

Cindy Cunningham Head of HR
Katy Mould Staff and
Training Manager

Tasmin Campbell Finance Officer
Gita Divecha Finance Assistant

Ewan Ward Junior Finance Assistant

of Operations

Amy Russell Events Developer

Rosie Fraser Projects Officer

Jessie Sheridan Education Sales

Jonas Hickson Education Sales

Graham Richardson Events Developer
Events Developer

Bill Addison Projects Manager

Barbara Adams

PRODUCTION AND PROJECTS

Jennifer Rodger-Casebow

Science Festival Ventures

Education Coordinator

Chris George Events Developer

Hannah Grist Events Developer

FESTIVAL VENTURES

Karen Tinto-Mackinnon Head

Fraser Smith Projects Manager

Amy Elder Production Manager
Rory Fyffe Production Manager

Sarah O’Connor Production Manager
Leigh Ward Production Officer
Karl Wood Production Officer

Dr David Milne (Chair)

Prof Michael Fourman
Prof Stuart Monro
Prof Ian Wall

Dr Simon Gage
Ian Ritchie

Dawn Robertson

Councillor Cameron Rose
Councillor Ian Campbell

Councillor Amy McNeese-Mechan
Councillor Donald Wilson

Communications Officer

YOUTH CONSULTATION GROUP

Larissa Manojlovich

Sean McLean

Projects Manager

Vikki Jones Senior

Communications Officer

Alanah Knibb Events Developer

Graham Mounsey Project Officer
Sarah Thomas Events Developer
Sharon Simpson Marketing

and Communications Manager
(maternity cover)

Roween Suess Production Officer
Bill Ward Head of Operations
(maternity cover)

Fiona Keightley HR Business Partner
(maternity cover)

Charlie Marks
Katie Fish
Kevin Li

Cameron Macintyre
Patrick Harvey

Rhiannon Cochrane
Amelie Colvin
Maddy Ford

Anna Young

Neelu Saraswatibhatla
Bethany Wong
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EDIN BU RGH INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FESTIVAL FOU N DATION
Edinburgh International Science Festival Foundation is a pioneering international
educational charity dedicated to providing inspirational, innovative and thought
provoking formal and informal science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) engagement experiences for people of all ages and all backgrounds
across the world.

Through a suite of innovative projects – characterised by a commitment to

immersive, hands-on experiences and open learning opportunities – we enable
audiences to discover the wonder of the world around them and aim to inspire
the next generation of problem solvers and innovators.

Edinburgh International Science Festival
makes science fun and accessible
THE LIST

Registered Charity No. SC003790.

Harbourside House, 110 Commercial Street, Edinburgh EH6 6NF

0131 553 0320
IN FO@SCIFEST.CO.U K
KEEP IN TOUCH
/EdinburghScienceFestival
@EdSciFest

@EdSciFest
/EdSciFest

